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OCS’s AIR driven 10 Ton Tugger winches are general multipurpose winches. 

The winch is installed with a constant tension function which will automatically maintain the 

rope tension set by the user. The supporting structure of this winch consists of the 

drum/motor supports and the base. The drum/motor supports are constructed from metal 

plates and are bolted to the base made out of steel girders. Presently this winch is set up to 

work as a 10 Ton winch. However it can be upgraded to a 20 ton winch because it has been 

structurally designed and built for this capacity.  The drum stores the wire rope. One side of 

the drum is supported by a bearing while the opposite side is directly coupled to the flange 

type hydraulic drive motor. The winch is fitted with a band breaking system. The brake loops 

around the hydraulic motor is engaged by a hydraulic cylinder. The brake is designed to be 

automatically activated when there is no power and will only be disengaged when the 

hydraulic system is energised.  

 

The specification of the Hydraulically Driven Winch employed in OCS’s post trenching 

spread is as follows: 



                                                                                     10TON MAXPULL WINCH 

 

 

 
OCS has Equipment passports for individual equipments which must be reviewed before 

each project to assess the status.  The equipment passport gives the working history, 

maintenance and certification history of equipment.  

It is important to regularly review the list of critical spare parts of the equipment before each 

project.  

Where failures occur during operations Equipment bulletins will be issued to document the 

problem and the remediation solutions applied. The equipment bulletin will be circulated to 

all field engineers to be informed about the possible failure that can occur during the 

operation and thereby avoid future failure. 

 

This equipment file remains a live document and will be constantly updated by the 

equipment department. 

 


